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This pdf is definitely worth getting. Better then never, though I am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book. (Jeramie Davis)
Walker & Co, 2007. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: "An ominous foreign presence suddenly seems to take control of the skies'Another Pearl Harbor!' some shout. Initial fears are replaced by a determination to meet the challenge, and America declares that life has changed forever. Sounds familiar, but the transforming event of Paul Dickson's book is not the crash of hijacked airliners last 9/11; it is the Soviet Union's launch in October 1957 of Sputnik, the first man-made satellite."-WashingtonPost "Sputnikis a fascinating slice of useful social history. A serious book that is breezily written, Sputnik reviews the scientific history, the Cold War mentality and a media-driven crisis over what headline writers called 'the Red Moon'. "-USA Today "Dickson examines the impact of Sputnik from all angles, noting the hysteria it incited, minutely detailing the advances both in science and PR of the Soviet and U.S. space programs, and delivering an appendix explaining the satellite's influence on the English language. "Entertainment Weekly " [Dickson's] research is painstaking, his attention to detail exemplary. . .it flows smoothly and clearly - an admirable quality in history."-Philadelphia Inquirer "How ironic that the Earth's first artificial satellite launched a sea of change in technology, politics, and society. Dickson's book chronicles the Sputnik event as well as its global effects. Sputnik takes a close look at why Sputnik shocked America and heightened the Cold War. Sprinkled with photos and quotes, this book provides an easy, compelling read. Frequent footnotes containing anecdotes and sidelights add interest throughout." -Astronomy "The best book on the political shockwaves following Sputnik." New Scientist "This is a stunning book that captures the excitement and angst of the dawning of the space age." -Dallas Morning News "Paul Dickson skillfully puts the story of Sputnik and its aftermath into this new perspective in his informative and readable book."-Christian...
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Sourcebooks, Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, You Shouldn’t Have to Say Goodbye: It's Hard Losing the Person You Love the Most, Patricia Hermes, Thirteen-year-old Sarah Morrow doesn’t think much of the...  
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